The increasing amount of available Linked Data resources is laying the foundations for more advanced Semantic Web applications. One of their main limitations, however, remains the general low level of data quality. In this paper we focus on a measure of quality which is negatively affected by the increase of the available resources. We propose a measure of semantic richness of Linked Data concepts and we demonstrate our hypothesis that the more a concept is reused, the less semantically rich it becomes. This is a significant scalability issue, as one of the core aspects of Linked Data is the propagation of semantic information on the Web by reusing common terms. We prove our hypothesis with respect to our measure of semantic richness and we validate our model empirically. Finally, we suggest possible future directions to address this scalability problem.
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a constant increase in the amount of available Linked Data resources. While the problem of data availability is gradually reducing, data quality remains one of the main limiting factors of Linked Data applications. At the root of this problem lies the open nature of the Web, where knowledge can be erroneous, incomplete, and where concepts can be used in different ways between different sources. In this paper we focus on a particular measure of quality, namely the semantic richness of Linked Data concepts. Following a number-of-features approach [10] , we define our measure of semantic richness as the amount of facts that we can expect to infer from a concept.
Web-scale reuse of semantic formalisations, such as concepts and relations, is an essential aspect of Linked Data [2] . However the openness of Linked Data results in the paradox that, while the reuse of terms is considered a good practice, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. it also progressively decreases the semantic richness of the reused terms. This trend of diminishing semantics as the usage of a term increases is a severe limitation to the scalability of Linked Data. In fact, the less semantically rich a concept becomes the less assumptions can be safely made about its entities, thus reducing its potential applications.
For example, the concept of Person in a restricted domain, such as an individual organisation, might follow some particular conventions, such as having an office number and an address. However, if we extend the usage of this concept to more and more entities outside the organisation, then it might not be possible to assume that a Person has an office number, or maybe even an address. In the Semantic Web, by virtue of the fact that anybody can say anything about anything, an entity of type Person could be anything. This problem affects any Linked Data term, including relations. A notable example is the owl:sameAs 1 relation, originally intended to represent strict equality between two entities, which is frequently misused to represent a wide range of weaker similarity relations [5] .
The main contributions of this work are two. The first is the validation of our hypothesis that the more datasets reuse a Linked Data concept, the less semantically rich it becomes. The second is a measure of semantic richness that can be used to compare the usage of Linked Data concepts between different datasets. This problem will be discussed in more detail in Section 2 and it will be contextualised with previous research in Section 3. In Section 4 we define our measure of semantic richness and we prove our hypothesis with respect to this measure. In Section 5 we validate our hypothesis empirically to provide insights on the extent of this problem. We will then suggest possible future directions to address this problem in Section 6.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
We define a measure of semantic richness Γ as a function that takes a concept α, such as foaf:Person 2 and a Linked Data graph S, such as the DBpedia graph [1] , and returns a positive real number. This number quantifies the amount of information conveyed by the concept α within the graph S. In other words, it is a measure of how many facts we can expect to infer about the instances of that concept that are found in the graph. If Γ(α, S1) > Γ(α, S2) then knowing that an entity is of type α entails more facts in the context of the graph S1 rather than S2.
When creating such measure it is important to consider scalability and robustness, as there is large variability in the size and quality of Linked Data resources. It should be possible to compute this measure effectively over large amounts of Linked Data. Moreover, this measure should be applicable to any dataset, even when taxonomic information is not available or when all the available entities are of a single type. These requirements prevent the applicability of existing semantic measures such as the Information Content.
Being based on the usage of a concept, rather than on its position within a conceptual framework such as a taxonomy, this notion differs from the notion of semantic specificity. For example, while a concept is less semantically specific (or less informative) than its sub-concepts, it might be more semantically rich. This situation occurs when the probability of an entity being a member of a sub-concept depends on the other sub-concepts it is a member of, such as in case of mutual exclusivity of sub-concepts. For example, in a dataset S a semantically rich concept α might contain a small set of entities s of which nothing is known. If we consider those entities as members of concept β, we will have that Γ(β, S) < Γ(α, S) although β is a sub-concept of α.
We define S α 1 and S α 2 as the sets of entities of type α contained, respectively, in datasets S1 and S2. Our hypothesis is that the reuse of a Linked Data concept results in a decrease of its semantic richness. Assuming that the sets of entities of type α in two different datasets are disjoint (S α 1 ∩ S α 2 = ∅), we express this hypothesis as follows:
Intuitively, this inequation states that the semantic richness of a concept with respect to the union of two graphs is at most equal to the average semantic richness of the graphs. The difference between these values represents the amount of information about a concept that is lost when merging two datasets. In Section 5 we will show how, in practice, the union of two graphs typically results in a significant decrease of semantic richness.
BACKGROUND
The notion of Information Content (IC) has been proposed to measure the informativeness of concepts within a taxonomy in the field of Information Theory [11] . This measure has been shown to be effective not only with respect to concepts, but also to measure the informativeness of resources and relations within a knowledge base [8] . The IC of a concept α within a knowledge base is defined as IC(α) = −log(p(α)), where p(α) is the probability of an entity belonging to concept α. One limitation to the applicability of this measure is that the probability p(α) might not be meaningful when considering domain specific datasets. For example, several existing datasets contain only instances of type foaf:Person. The IC of this concept computed over these datasets will always be equal to 0 since p(foaf:Person) = 1. The IC measure would not distinguish between the different datasets although they might have a different semantic interpretation of the concept foaf:Person. A different measure is therefore necessary to compare the amount of information conveyed by the concept in each dataset. In the field of Cognitive Neuroscience several measures of semantic richness have been proposed [10] . These measures have been used to explain why certain concepts can be processed better or faster by humans to perform certain tasks. We adopt one such measure, called number-of-features (NF), by measuring the number of facts that characterise a Linked Data concept. The basic intuition behind the NF measure is that semantically rich concepts tend to be characterised with more attributes than less semantically rich ones.
Our metric to compute the semantic richness of a concept does not assume the availability of pre-existing inference rules. In order to calculate how many facts we can infer about the entities of a given concept we adopt an Inductive Learning approach. For example, if all the entities of concept α from a graph S share property i, then we can induce the rule that if an entity belongs to α then it will have property i. The applications of Inductive Learning for Linked Data have received considerable attention in the recent years thanks to an increasing availability of Linked Data resources. The main advantages of Inductive Learning approaches are scalability and robustness to errors and uncertainty [4] .
Schema information can be inferred from a knowledge base by considering the frequency of certain patterns in the data, such as the common properties shared by the entities of the same type [3] . This schema information can then be used to evaluate the quality of the knowledge base. For example, it is possible to evaluate how well a Linked Data graph matches a set of schema rules by using SPARQL query patterns [7] .
When considering data from multiple sources, the decrease of semantic richness of a concept can be alleviated by annotating data with contextual information. Several approaches have been proposed to represent contextual information about Linked Data, in particular with respect to Provenance [9] . For example, we might be able to infer more knowledge about a set of entities of a concept if we know that they all originate from DBpedia. One limitation of this approach is the difficulty of creating and maintaining contextual information. Moreover, contextual information does not explicitly describe how a concept is used within a dataset.
THE SEMANTIC RICHNESS MEASURE
Given a concept α, such as foaf:Person, we define a measure of its semantic richness G which quantifies the amount of information conveyed by the concept. Unlike IC-based measures [6] , our measure is not proportional to the probability of an entity being a member of the concept. This probability cannot be estimated reliably for Linked Data due to its open nature and partial observability. When evaluating the semantic richness of a concept we only assume the availability of a representative subset of entities of that concept obtained from a finite number of sources. Taxonomical information about the concept is not required.
Our measure of semantic richness G is defined as a function of the number of facts that we can infer about its instances, and about their probability of being correct. These facts are represented as graph patterns. For example, the fact that persons have a birth date can be represented by the graph pattern: { ?person a foaf:Person . ?person foaf:birthday ?date . } here represented as a SPARQL 3 graph pattern using the FOAF 4 ontology. We define the probability of an entity of type α from dataset S matching pattern i as p(i, α, S). The average number of patterns that we can observe in the entities of type α is the expected value µ of a Poisson binomial distribution of the probabilities p. We only need to compute this value over the finite set of patterns I that have been observed among the entities of the dataset, namely when p(i, α, S) > 0. The expected value of this distribution can then be computed as follows:
Equation 2 gives us a measure of how many patterns, in average, we can observe from the entities of type α in dataset S. This measure, however, does not tell us how well we can characterize a concept with a set of common features. In fact, a high value of µ could be equally a result of a large number of infrequent patterns or of a small number of frequent patterns. However, frequent patterns are more useful than infrequent ones for the purpose of characterising a concept, for example to learn schema information using Inductive Learning. Taking this into consideration, we define our measure of semantic richness with respect to a set of characteristic patterns Y ⊆ I that define which patterns we can expect entities of type α to have. If a pattern i belongs to Y , then whenever we observe an entity of type α we can infer that it would match pattern i. We base our measure of semantic richness on the correctness of such inferences. If an entity really matches pattern i then we count it as a correct inference, we count it as incorrect otherwise. For example, we might consider including the pattern "has a dedicated Wikipedia page" in the set of characteristic patterns of concept foaf:Person. Whenever we observe an entity of type foaf:Person which has a dedicated Wikipedia page we say that inferring this pattern is correct; we say it is incorrect otherwise.
Our measure of semantic richness G(α, S) of a concept α with respect to a dataset S and a set of characteristic patterns Y is the difference between the expected number of correct inferences and the expected number of incorrect ones that we can make about an entity:
From equation 3 it follows that, in order to maximize the value of G(α, S), Y should be the set of patterns which occur in the majority of the entities (∀i ∈ Y.p(i, α, S) > 0.5). Therefore equation 4 can be rewritten as follows:
The particular threshold of 0.5 is a result of the fact that in this measure, which aims at being generic, correct and wrong inferences carry the same (absolute) weight. Similarly, all patterns carry equal weight. This formulation of semantic richness is not meant to be unique and variations are possible. For example, equation 4 could be modified to penalize wrong inferences more. Also, different patterns could be given different weights to represent how important or informative they are for a specific application.
In this work we use use our generic measure of semantic richness to analyse our hypothesis, namely that as we consider more entities as members of a concept, the semantic richness of that concept decreases. In fact, assuming that the two sets of entities are disjoint (S α 1 ∩ S α 2 = ∅) the semantic richness of the union of two sources of data is always inferior or equal to the average individual semantic richness of the sources:
Proof of Semantic Richness Decrease
Formula 5 can be proved according to our definition of semantic richness defined in Formula 4. It can be observed that the semantic richness of a concept is the sum of the individual semantic richness of each pattern G (α, S, i) = (2p(i, α, S) − 1)[p(i, α, S) > 0.5]. Therefore Formula 5 can be proved by proving that the inequation holds for every individual pattern:
Having defined w1 = p(i, α, S1) and w2 = p(i, α, S2), then the probability p(i, α, S1 ∪ S2) can be defined as ratio between the number of entities of each set which match pattern i and the number of all the entities in the union of the sets:
Formula 6 can then be written as follows:
From Formula 8 it follows that in case w1 ≤ 0.5 and w1 ≤ 0.5 then p(i, α, S1 ∪S2) < 0.5 and therefore Formula 8 is reduced to the tautology 0 ≤ 0. This matches the intuition that if a pattern was not frequent in any of the original datasets, it will not be frequent also in the union of the datasets. In case w1 > 0.5 and w1 > 0.5 then p(i, α, S1 ∪ S2) > 0.5 and therefore equation 8 becomes:
This equation can be simplified to the tautology 0 ≤ 0. This matches the intuition that a pattern which was frequent in both of the original datasets will still be frequent in the union of the datasets. We then consider the last case in which a pattern is frequent only in one of the original datasets: when w1 > 0.5 and w2 ≤ 0.5. This requires us to consider two sub-cases, depending on the value of p(i, α, S1 ∪S2). If p(i, α, S1 ∪S2) ≤ 0.5, then Formula 8 can be simplified to:
This formula can be further simplified to w1 > 0.5 which is true by assumption. Finally, in case w1 > 0.5 and w2 ≤ 0.5 and p(i, α, S1 ∪ S2) > 0.5 Formula 8 can be simplified to:
This equation can be simplified to w2 ≤ 0.5 which is true by assumption. Having proved Formula 6, and therefore Formula 5, we have proved our hypothesis (Formula 1) with respect to our measure of semantic richness. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Having defined our model to measure semantic richness we perform an empirical validation of this measure and of our hypothesis. This experimental evaluation, performed over several large datasets, also provides evidence of the scalability of our measure. These experiments are based on an implementation of a system that can sample entities from a dataset and calculate the semantic richness of a concept within the dataset.
Validation of the Semantic Measure
Our approach uses a numerical measure of the semantic richness of a concept using equation 4. But how well does this measure actually capture the concept of semantic richness? We evaluate this measure according to the intuition that concepts are, in average, less semantically rich than their sub-concepts. A similar property is also found in the IC measure, as the IC of a concept is, by definition, always inferior or equal to the IC of its sub-concepts. We have evaluated how well our measure matches this intuition on the concepts of the DBpedia ontology 5 by calculating the semantic richness of the entities of each concept.
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To reduce the computational complexity, all concepts with over 1000 entities have been replaced by a randomly sampled set of 1000 entities. Also, we have considered only simple graph patterns which involve a single triple. More specifically, we have considered patterns as pairs < p, o > which match an entity if the triple < , p, o > is asserted in the dataset. Improving the quality of this measure by considering more complex patterns is left for further research. Figure 1 shows the change of semantic richness between each concept and its sub-concepts. This graph shows a significant tendency of concepts to be less semantically rich than their sub-concepts. In fact, 90% of the subclass relations resulted in an increase of semantic richness from a concept to its sub-concepts. Also, in all cases concepts resulted in a lower semantic richness than the average semantic richness of their sub-concepts, thus supporting our hypothesis. Only in 10% of the cases a subclass relation resulted in a decrease of semantic richness from a concept to a sub-5 http://dbpedia.org/ontology/ 6 The entities were extracted from DBpedia version 3.5.1 Figure 2 : Decrease of semantic richness of the concept foaf:Person of ten different datasets as we add more entities from the other datasets.
concept. This situation occurred because in the DBpedia ontology, sibling concepts are mutually exclusive. Therefore, the knowledge that an entity belongs to a certain concept affects the probability of it being a member of another, potentially more semantically rich, concept.
Validation of the Hypothesis
We have run an experiment to quantify the decrease in semantic richness as concepts are reused. In this experiment we have considered the concept foaf:Person as it is used in ten different datasets. The list of the endpoints used to access the datasets is shown in Table 1 . From each endpoint we have extracted information about 1000 randomly selected entities.
For each dataset, we have calculated its semantic richness at different states. Starting from the semantic richness of the original dataset, we have recalculated this measure after adding progressively more entities from the other datasets. Figure 2 shows the progressive decay of semantic richness as we add new entities of the same type from other sources. The semantic richness of each dataset quickly converges to a value which is significantly inferior to the average measure. While the average semantic richness of all the individual sources is 9.6, the semantic richness of the merged set results is 1.3. This experiment validates our hypothesis since the semantic richness of the union of a number of sources is inferior to their average individual semantic richness. Another fact that can be observed is that different datasets represent the same concept with significantly different levels of semantic richness. In this case, the values ranged from 0.7 of services.data.gov.uk to 35.2 of dbpedia.org.
RETAINING SEMANTIC RICHNESS
Since Linked Data does not allow negation, it is not possible to prevent an entity from becoming a member of a concept. It is however possible to predict the effect that adding an entity to a dataset would have on the semantic richness of a concept. We define E as the set of patterns that are matched by entity . The degree of typicality of an entity with respect to a concept α can then be defined as δ = |E ∩ Y |/|Y | where Y is the set of frequent patterns of α. Given two entities and , we can say that is more typical than if
